
CHAPTER 2: TWITTER

I.About Twitter:

Twitter is a real-time information network that connects you to the latest information 
about what you find interesting. Simply find the public streams you find most 
compelling and follow the conversations. 

At the heart of Twitter are small bursts of information called Tweets. Each Tweet is 140 
characters long. You can tell your story within your Tweet, or you can think of a Tweet  
as the headline, and use the details pane to tell the rest with photos, videos & other 
media content.1 

A.) About the Twittersphere   

Twitter, perhaps more so than other social networking platforms, comes with a wee 
curveball: its own jargon. A brief lesson on elementary Twitter-speak:

+ @user: Used to directly dialogue with another Twitter user. Place an @ before a 
person’s username to get a particular person’s attention. This is a very useful tool 
when networking & carrying on a longer conversations.

+ Hashtag (#): These appear in tweets when a Twitter user wants to notate a popular 
topic or keyword. Hashtags are a means of tracking & organizing trending topics so 
the subject can be found easily via Twitter search. 

1 https://twitter.com/about
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+ RT: Means retweet, as in quoting a particular tweet. Retweets are used to when you 
want to essentially copy & paste what another Twitter user has said or posted 

+ HT: Stands for Hat Tip, used when you’re retweeting someone but you opt to 
paraphrase or completely restate what they’ve said

+ DM: Is a private message you send to one particular user; type DM before 
@Username and your message will queue in their private inbox, only seen by you & 
your contact 

+ Twitter Chat: Users will identify a chat topic and create a specific hashtag (ex: 
#storycraft) that will usually appear at the end of a user’s post. Chats occur in real 
time, as an open forum discussion of the hashtag’s topic. Read “Getting Started” for 
more on Twitter Chats

 
A valuable resource to save is Mashable’s comprehensive Twitter manual, which covers 
a myriad of Twitter subtopics, ranging from simple concerns (“What is a hashtag?) to 
the more advanced (“How to find a job using Twitter”).

Mashable - The Twitter Guide Book 
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Still a little baffled? Check out Common Craft’s video, “Twitter in Plain English,” for an 
entertaining lesson on Twitter’s platform & use. 

B.) About Writers on Twitter 

You’ll be the one who decides whether Twitter is the best marketing and communication 
tool for you as a writer, but Twitter does have a competitive edge over some other social 
networking sites. Even more so than Facebook, Twitter allows you to instantaneously 
connect with other users including: publishing houses, fellow writers, and potential 
readers. 

Right now, writers are using Twitter to update people on their new manuscripts, find 
inspiration, and even converse with fans of past novels. As a writer, you have an 
opportunity to join a number of different conversations that will not only bolster your 
online presence but cultivate a stronger network for your writing and self-promotion. 

If you use Twitter wisely (ie: stay on topic; Tweet regularly), you’ll build a reliable 
reputation amongst your followers. Like any other social platform, it’s important to 
interact with others users; beyond that, you also want to maintain a certain tweet 
quality, that is, useful content to both sustain your followers and attract new ones. 

You have control over who YOU want to follow on Twitter, whose tweets you want to 
spend time reading, who you’d like to converse with, so if you’re prone to feeling 
overwhelmed, ease into Twitter. Start with ten people, get a handle on Twitter’s 
interface, then add more when you feel comfortable. 

II.Getting Started 

Head over to Twitter’s homepage. From here, you’ll need to enter your full name and e-
mail address, then it’s time to choose a username. 

For authors, especially those who are interested in networking, your best option is to 
choose your own name for your Twitter account. Otherwise, without displaying your 
name people may struggle to identify and/or locate you on Twitter. Using your 
professional name also establishes an immediate credibility that other vague usernames 
lack:

 Ex: Dale_Gardner vs. JazzGeek

You should be using Twitter to stay in the loop, communicate with other people--and 
not just writers. The best way to take advantage of Twitter’s platform is to put your best 
face forward and that includes putting your actual name out there. 

Next, take a few moments to fill in your online bio. Your bio really only need be one-line 
long. Think of a few keywords that will help people find you: editor, nonfiction, gamer, 
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painter, publicist, etc. It doesn’t have to be all that serious either. Have fun with it, just 
make sure you’re communicating useful information about yourself. Share your 
experience as a writer!

Don’t forget to upload a picture to your profile (this will appear next to your username 
when you post), it helps to put a face to the name.  

A) Who to Follow 

Twitter can be an intimidating place with its millions of participants but the best way to 
make the most of your time on Twitter is to find a community of users you identify with. 

A useful feature of Twitter, too, is that when you “follow” other users, your Twitter feed 
will fill with links, features, news, and ideas that you may not have found on your own. 
That being said, finding the right people to follow on Twitter will help you stay 
connected to men and women who regularly share information that you deem relevant 
or provocative.

The easiest (and perhaps most obvious) way of finding Twitter users is to search for 
some of your favorite writers. I’ve found Twitter’s own search engine (appears at the top 
of feed) isn’t the best resource for this tactic. Instead, just Google a few writers, see if a 
Twitter account comes up. If it does, take the time to read through his/her latest posts. 
It’s best not to blindly follow anyone, even if you admire his/her work. Check to make 
sure their posts interest you first. Also, keep in mind how often they tweet. As I’ve 
mentioned before, regularly tweeting is an important aspect of Twitter’s community. 

If you’d benefit from more specific recommendation on who to follow, make sure to visit  
the Huffington Post’s “50 Best Book People to Follow on Twitter.” Don’t forget about the 
examples at this chapter’s end, too!

Another way of finding other writerly Twitter users is by hashtags (#). This is where 
Twitter’s search engine comes in handy. If you do a search for a hashtag like #amediting 
on Twitter, you’ll find an automated list of the most recent Tweets that include this 
hashtag. In other words, you’ll have a real-time list of Twitter users who are currently 
editing a project. From here, you can converse with these writers (using reply feature: 
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@username) and also search through people’s profiles/posts to see if he/she may be 
someone you’re interested in following. 

Publishing Talk recently featured a Top Ten list of Twitter Hashtags for Writers: a great 
stepping stone to finding lively community conversations on Twitter.

Twitterchats are group chats that are oftentimes held during regularly scheduled dates 
and times. These chats use particular hashtags (as previously mentioned) to track the 
group’s conversation. Chat hashtags are also helpful in locating and participating in an 
ongoing chat. 

For instance, say you would like to participate in the #storycraft discussion on Sunday 
nights. You’d log into your Twitter account and enter the hashtag, “#storycraft” in your 
search bar. The most recent group chat posts will appear at the top. Use your refresh 
button to load new posts every few minutes. If you would like to contribute your own 
feedback to the chat, you would enter in your comments using your status window and 
include the #storycraft hashtag at the end so your tweet would queue up alongside other  
chat members. This tweet will publish on your personal newsfeed, in addition to posting 
to the chat feed all the other participants are following. 

Generally, Twitter’s interface is a bit lackluster when it comes to tracking or joining 
chats. Other web-based aggregators, like TweetDeck or TweetChat, are well designed 
and help make chat participation a bit easier. More on social network aggregators in 
chapter five, so keep reading. 

For now, visit Inkygirl’s archive of weekly Twitter Chats for Writers to find some 
trending chats you may want to join. 

B.) Brainstorming Content 

As with all social networking, you are the one who gets to decide how much information 
you’ll share with the Internet. Authors on Twitter have a few options on how to use his/
her account: 

+ Option 1: More professionalized approach, where you use Twitter for sharing reading  
tour dates, links to newly published work, a featured blog post, etc. 

+ Option 2: More personalized approach, where you reveal a bit more of yourself, 
including day-to-day ongoings, sources of inspiration, status updates of your novel in 
progress, etc. 

+ Option 3: A healthy mix of both! 

Any combination you’re comfortable with will help you achieve your goal of greater 
exposure in the writing community. 
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The beauty of Twitter is that once you’re well acquainted with its interface, 
“tweet”worthy content will end up falling in to your lap via the people you follow. You 
may think retweeting is lazy--and it is in some ways, but Twitter’s ultimate goal is to 
connect people and information. Use Twitter’s retweet feature to share what interests 
you, even if you think your followers might have already seen it. 

Another opportunity lies in your everyday reading. Whether you’re an avid blog follower  
using a RSS feeder, Wall Street Journal subscriber, or nonfiction fan, every medium 
offers interesting tidbits you can share on Twitter. As long as you read and keep up to 
date with your favorite topics, you’ll likely find interesting topics easily. 

C.) Maintenance 

As I’ve said, tweet material--once you know what you’re looking for--doesn’t take much 
effort to collect. Participating in Twitter--that is, perusing your Twitter feed, posting 
tweets and even visiting hyperlinked items, is where the bulk of your time is spent. 

Twitter is, more or less, useless without regular participation. Your newsfeed will 
quickly clutter with unread updates, creating an intimidating and just plain confusing 
cacophony of voices. The best way to avoid this conflict is by setting aside a few minutes 
everyday to check in with those you follow. 

Everyday may sound intimidating, or plain impossible for some, and that may be true. 
However, Twitter requires far less “maintenance” than other social media networks. If 
weekends tend to fill quickly for you, then aim to check Twitter Monday-Friday. Find 
what works for you, and stick to it like any other schedule you make. 

In order to get the most of out Twitter, try treating it like your e-mail account. So, say, 
you check your e-mail twice daily, whenever you log into your e-mail account, open 
another tab and sign into Twitter. This setup will serve as 1.) a reminder and 2.) efficient 
use of time, as you’re already sitting at your computer (or browsing on your phone) so 
your schedule is for the most part, unaffected. 

Once logged in to Twitter, scan your recent feed, see if friends have posted anything 
worthwhile since your last login, or go ahead and share that recent article you 
bookmarked. Respond to any mentions (@usernames) you might have accumulated, 
maybe even check out a recently trending topic. Whatever you have the time for. Just 
make sure to stay active. You don’t have to tweet something every time you login, so 
don’t subject yourself to any undue pressure. Your presence is just that--yours! So do 
what feels comfortable and effective.  

Up front Commitment = 2x daily checks @ 10 mins/visit = 20 mins per day 
Weekly Commmitment = (based on 5 days participation) approx. 100 mins or 1.6 hrs 
Monthly Commitment = approx. 6.7 hrs per month



III.Examples 

Follow these recommended Twitter accounts for inspiration:

Paulo Coelho, fiction novelist | @paulocoelho

Lillith Saintcrow, fantasy novelist | @lillithsaintcrow

James Scott Bell, mystery novelist | @jamesscottbell
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